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The opening poem is from Rye Aker’s new Galway collection, To Be Among, which is out soon. Des Kavanagh’s poem is from his book due soon, Binnion 
Road. Get it. A big shout out to the lyricists of ‘N17’, Leo Moran and Davy Carton and for Ollie Jennings for making it possible. A seminal song for those of us 
dancing the 80s away. The sun is out, the vaccines are rolling, we are on the right road, we are — James O’Toole

Vox Galvia 
 — new Galway writings

 submissions to voxgalvia@gmail.com  

   To be among  
      I want my rough visage to feel the warm heat of a world  
 that doesn’t shirk from the kiss of an orange sunset.  
 Its soft shadows moving past crevices  
 of lived-in faces kept pale by the fear of 
 that nightly roll-call of the dead, back when living by numbers 
 shaped our mood. I long for the lapping tongue 
 of freedom to cool my brow, to comfort minds 
 set ablaze by the night terrors of days without names. 
 When each dawn would see me forgot where and when and why. 
 Peering out through restful curtains at infant light  
 creeping over empty streets. 
 I want to sit now legs akimbo around a small table 
 and feel the faint heat of a soft bun, the ebbing tide of cafe coffee 
 served in a cup resting against the bristles on my chin. 
 The hum of recognition above the crash of delph. 
 I want to see green swathes trampled by young feet 
 extolling the names of heroes from global battles. 
 To see them sweat, exhausted, covered  
 with the earnest dry dust of summer. 
 I want the spirit of Gaillimh iníon Breasail 
 To rise from the waters than split us. 
 To stand on the rock that failed her and oversee 
 A new time of love for life. 
 I want to smell the grapes of the red while 
 oiled crumbs fall into my lap 
 I want to wake into an order again; and not be 
 a disciple to my own yearnings.  
 I want to have to be. 
 In a place where others expect me. 
 To be among again, and not alone to squeeze  
 black ink onto yellow pages before 
 letting them fall from the nest onto a western wind. 
   Rye Aker  
     
     
   A Government Office  
      The carpet here is tired and worn 
 as my neighbor’s old winter coat. 
 The dead legs of the officer’s desk 
 like four exclamation marks (!!!!) 
 In the middle of them his two legs 
 as two capital ( L) letters 
 .Above them his two furtive hands 
 move over and under that desk, constantly. 
 Over the desk; 
 the mask is never lifted. 
   Ndrek Gjini  
     
   Epitaphs  
      The weight of misfortune has stooped my shoulders 
 But I don’t intend to stop for a good while yet; 
 I afflict my own destiny 
 And don’t want anyone to mourn for my fate. 
 I’ve made peace with God on my losses 
 And agreed with him on the epitaphs 
 That should be written about my senseless wars. 
   Ndrek Gjini  
     
   Back Road To Spiddal  
      Pedals turn, wheels rotate, 
 Bog roads undulate. 
 Gears flick through the intensity 
 Of bumblebee silence. 
 Farm yards stench, 
 Wet nosed cows stare, 
 A dead badger hums 
 With bluebottles in a ditch. 
 Past billowing washing lines, 
 Sun and shaded hills, 
 Head for the horizon. 
 A dog barks, ponies graze, 
 Turf stacks dry, windmills twirl 
 Like lanky teenagers. 
 I wonder and I sweat 
 Grateful for the outdoors. 
 No static cycling, 
 Or staring at a digital clock, 
 Waiting for the finish. 
 It’s the final bend that takes me home. 
   Billy Murray  

        Fear Sneachta an Tuairín  
 The snow we gathered was less Disney fluff, 
 More grey sludge found in gravelly corners, 
 Hidden from the Máistreas manning the clós. 
 This was not a project she would lead. 
 We got to work, gathering head and torso, 
 Highlighter yellow hat from the shelter, 
 Large stone eyes dug from broken tarmac, 
 HB pencil arms, pink rubber hands. 
 Laughter threaded our smoky exhales, 
 We packed, pressed with bare hands, 
 Shoes drinking ice water, numbing our toes, 
 Scarves and hoods smacking faces, 
 Until he was completely formed, 
 Misshapen, lopsided and halfway melted. 
   Tara O Malley  
     
   Una  
 The train halts at Woodlawn 
 your final stopover. 
 There were many. 
 Swayed by New York 
 you were restless here. 
 Nearby 
 sheep and their lambs are sprayed  
 with whitethorn blossoms, 
 while the far corner of the pasture 
 is suffused in evening mist. 
 The train doors close quietly. 
 We move on without you. 
  Katherine Noone     
     
   Finale  
 In a burnt-out car, on a council estate, I once heard the death  
 of music. The suppressed breaths of a banshee, it wheezed  
 over park walls and pitches. I went searching for its letters  
 a random B perhaps, buried deep in sand beneath the playground  
 swings; or C minor wayward on a summer breeze 
 -a spore found floating in the fields below.  
 Silence as I rummaged over grass and stone  
 when finally I discovered it, lying there in filth 
 distended like the corpse of a forgotten friend, the ugly root  
 of something once magnificent. A single tarnished chord broken in half  
 and in its dead-air I stood there silently crying; remembering that final  
 time I heard harmony flowing out of you.  
  Vinny Steed     
       
   Citeog  
      There was the right way and the wrong. 
 Schooling meant nuns, brothers, priests, 
 right-handed salutes if our paths crossed. 
 We had to bless ourselves 
 passing churches, hearses, holy water fonts   with the strong hand that 
gripped the knife,   not the one that grasped the fork. 
 My brother Cathal, his first day at school, 
 copybook open for his baby scrawl, 
 clasped the yellow pencil in his left hand. 
 Sister Camillus stuck it firmly in his right, 
 threatened to strap the  citeog  behind his back 
 or if that didn’t work, hack off the devil’s paw. 
   Tom Lavelle  
     
   Happy Heart  
 (What is a Happy Heart) 
 Is it when you wake in the morning, fresh and bright. 
 Is it when you go to bed early at night. 
 Is it enjoying events of the day. 
 Is it watching children at play. 
 Does this make a Happy Heart? 
 Is it when you find yourself calm and at peace. 
 Is it the stress that you'd like to release. 
 Is it nature and all its wonderful things or is it to stop to hear the birds sing. 
 Does that make a Happy Heart? 
 Is it a baby making their first sound. 
 Is it when something was lost, then suddenly found. 
 Is it to be quiet or to talk or, is it to go for a beautiful walk. 
 Is it possessing material things. 
 Could it be Christmas and the joy that it brings. 
 I believe a Happy Heart is all of the above, but it's mostly and simply full 
of kindness and love. 
   Eileen Gormally  

     
 By Appointment 
 We queue, with all the women  
 and girls, our steps shuffling 
 from one blue dot to the next. 
 I walk against the direction 
 of the arrows, a maverick. 
 A woman checks off our names, 
 guess it was a guest list. 
 Masks on, they offer no disguise 
 No protection from being recognised. 
 We anoint our hands and grab a basket, 
 enter the hallowed halls once again. 
 Brash lights, bright clothes, bargains, 
 we have reached the promised land. 
 A hush hovers over our heads, 
 we browse in intense silence  
 making our pilgrim way  
 round the store, meditating  
 on pajamas, jeans and underwear. 
   Barbara Dunne  
     
   The vaccination  
      Modern (a) times 
 the vaccination, the elation 
 moving forward beyond 5km again 
 meeting friends for coffee in a cafe, a treat 
 holidays, I close my eyes and dream of blue skies 
 heat on my back, turquoise water, white sand 
 no masks, no singing happy birthday every time I wash my hands 
 an airport packed with people  
 an airplane packed with people 
 packed pubs, nightclub queues 
 shop street thronged again 
 traffic back to gridlock during the 9 and 5 commute 
 trying on clothes in Penneys 
 no click and collect 
 the vaccination, new chat up line 
 Astrazenica or Pfizer?? 
 new ways of working  
 from the office politics to alone at home 
 less traffic, less pollution, more family time 
 Facetime, Zoom, What’sApp 
 movement of traffic from one highway to another 
 a changing world 
 keep on keeping up  
 the pandemic, the fear, the adapting  
 to new ways of surviving  
 clubs coming together online 
 companies coming together online 
 families coming together off  line 
 walking, having fun in the Irish sun 
 making fairy doors for the trees 
 baking, laughing, playing games 
 swimming in the open sea 
 the pandemic, our loved ones who 
 were left alone, no visits from children 
 afraid, isolated, disconnected 
 a family zoom call their only connection. if they were lucky 
 the vaccination, safe, connected, not so alone 
 in this world that can make us so alone 
   F Place  
     

   That Name   
 Bestowed at Baptism 
 by priestly reverence 
 for a Pope of Rome, 

 I never felt 
 it was my own. 

 It lacked  
 a sporting-hero ring. 

 I knew 
 no breathless girl 

 would cling 
 and whisper  

 in my ear 
 “I love you    Pius”. 

   Des Kavanagh  


